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caddypick ¦

picking made eaSy

maximum efficiency for 
Store-Specific picking

The Solution Design
caddypick is a semi-automated picking system for store-specific 
transport units designed primarily for the requirements of the retail 
industry.   

caddypick combines the person-to-goods with the Zone-to-Zone 
picking function. automated monorail carriers – the caddypicks – 
transport the order unit (pallet or roll cage) safely and efficiently 
through the picking aisles.  
 
Accurate and Efficient Picking
picking is highly efficient and error-free because a screen at the 
picking station shows the order to be picked and the picking location 
is indicated by an led dot on the floor. the weighing system integrated 
into each caddypick checks whether the weight of the picked goods 
corresponds to the weight of the ordered goods. the operator is 
notified of any discrepancy.

the caddypick system has another important benefit: each caddypick 
can accommodate empty pallets, shrink wrap and cardboard boxes, 
eliminating the need for personnel to dispose of these materials. 
automated stations remove these waste materials before the caddypick 
moves to the next order. the picked and wrapped pallets are then 
transported to the shipping area.

BEnEfiTS

▪	 30% to 40% better picking 
performance than conventional 
solutions

▪	 caddypick creates an efficient working  
environment for your picking 
operators: 
-  Quiet as caddypick replaces noisy 

pallet jacks
-  Safe due the high level of 

automation prevents breakage and 
damage

-  clean as the caddypicks can store &  
remove waste material  

▪	 low operating costs



caddypick inStallationS
dM-dROGERiE MaRkT GMBH 
GERMaNy

dENNER aG 
SWiTZERLaNd

with 2 400 stores, dm-drogerie markt is one of europe’s 
largest drugstore chains. Because of its above-average 
growth rate, the company decided to build a new  
distribution center.

Swisslog’s Scope of Service
 ▪ turnkey planning and implementation
 ▪ picking solution with caddypick monorail systems  
in two locations

 ▪ complete facility automation
 ▪ material flow software 
 ▪ complete facility visualization

Materials Handling facts
 ▪ 250 000 – 400 000 units/day
 ▪ 24 000 pallet locations
 ▪ 255 caddypicks

diSTRiBuTiON cENTER  
ExpaNSiON uSiNG  
caddypick

MORE iNSTaLLaTiONS

REPlEniSHMEnT

CaddyPick: How the Solution Design Works
the solution concept consists of individual subsystems and combines the person-to-goods 
with the Zone-to-Zone approach. the subsystems are connected through material flow 
control and warehouse management software. it is the intelligent way the systems are 
interlinked that creates an efficient and sustainable picking solution.

PiCking

UnloADing

SuSTaiNaBLE MaTERiaLS HaNdLiNG 
SOLuTiON fOR faST-GROWiNG 
STORE NETWORkS

with 3 300 employees and more than 430 stores,  
denner ag is one of Switzerland’s largest discount  
supermarket chains. to keep pace with growth, the 
company decided to expand its existing facility using 
caddypick.   

Swisslog’s Scope of Service
 ▪ planning and implementation of construction and 
materials handling

 ▪ caddypick picking system
 ▪ warehouse management system 
 ▪ material flow
 ▪ Visualization using Spoc
 ▪ controls for monorail system, conveyors and stacker 
cranes 

Materials Handling facts
 ▪ 50 000 – 60 000 units/day
 ▪ 19 300 pallet locations
 ▪ 64 caddypicks

watch the reference 
moVie on youtuBe

youtube.com/watch?v=t0qqdkihluk
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“With Swisslog, we have a competent 
and high-performance partner who 
knows exactly the requirements of 
the retail trade and who brings long-
standing experience in the design and 
implementation of complex  
logistics solutions to the table.“

christian Bodi, dm-drogerie markt GmbH

“The solution that Swisslog has 
implemented will enable us to 
permanently reduce our logistics costs 
through efficiency gains.“

Markus Wüthrich, denner aG

1. conveyors transport the replenishment pallets.
2. Stacker cranes automatically move the replenishment pallets into the storage and picking area.
3. the integrated storage and picking area has one or more picking levels.
4. Stacker cranes continuously replenish the picking stations.

5. an empty transport unit (pallet or roll cage) is loaded into the caddypick. 
6. picking is done right into the transport unit provided by the caddypick. items to be picked are indicated by an 

led dot. 
7. an integrated automated weighing system validates and acknowledges the picks.
8. after picking, the caddypick automatically moves to the next picking location.

9. the picked pallet is unloaded automatically in shipping. the custom-picked pallets are wrapped, labeled and 
prepared for transport. 

10. the materials collected during picking (empty pallets, shrink wrap and cardboard boxes) are automatically 
removed at the unloading station. 

11. the caddypick starts a new picking cycle.
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Swisslog Ag
www.swisslog.com/caddypick

improVed Quality and  
maximum picking performance 

Sku range 1 500 - 8 000

picked cases per day 50 000 - 450 000

number of pallets and roll-cages per day 1 000 - 12 000

number of pick floor levels 1 - 4

in today’s competitive world, companies 
must be able to deliver the right orders to 
the right customers at the right time. errors 
and delays in order fulfillment can have 
lasting negative impacts on the brand – but 
maintaining high stock levels ties up capital 
and affects flexibility. 

as a full-service provider of automated 
intralogistics systems, Swisslog delivers 
everything companies need to optimize  
logistics from planning through 
implementation. 

our order fulfillment and inventory solutions 
enable companies to achieve the highest 
throughput at the lowest cost, efficiently 
handle large catalogs of Skus, and and 
accurately meet delivery demands and 
requirements. 

aBout SwiSSlog
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